The possibilities of the background events suppression, based on the QCD subprocesses of qg−, gg−, qq− scattering with big cross sections, to the signal "γ + Jet" events are studied. Basing on the introduced selection criteria, the background suppression factors and signal events selection efficiencies and the number of the events, that can be collected at LHC with low luminosity L = 10 33 cm 2 s −1 during one month of continuous work, are determined.
INTRODUCTION
This paper continues our previous publications [1] [2] [3] [4] , where possibilities of jet energy scale setting and calibration of the hadron calorimeter at LHC energies by using "γ + Jet" process have been studied.
This article is devoted to the study of the background events suppression and to demonstration of the efficiency of the cuts introduced by us in paper [1] for this purpose.
ILLUSTRATION OF NEW CUTS EFFICIENCY
To estimate the background for the signal events, we have done the simulation 1 with a mixture of all QCD and SM subprocesses existing in PYTHIA with large cross sections, namely: ISUB=1, 2, 11-20, 28-31, 53, 68, which can lead to a big background for our main "signal" subprocesses (ISUB=14 and 29 in PYTHIA) 2 :
Three generations (each of 50 · 10 6 events) with different values of minimal P t of hard processp min ⊥ 3 have been done: the first one is withp min ⊥ = 40 GeV /c, while the second and the third -withp min ⊥ = 100 and 200 GeV /c, respectively. We have selected "γ-candidate +1 Jet" events with P t jet > 30 GeV /c containing one γ-candidate to be identified by the detector as an isolated photon with P t γ ≥ 40 ( 100 and 200) GeV /c for the generation withp min ⊥ ≥ 40 ( 100 and 200) GeV /c, respectively. One needs to stress that here and below, speaking about the γ-candidate, we imply in reality a signal that may be registered in the 3 by 3 ECAL crystal cell window with the highest P t γ/e in the center. All these photon-candidates were supposed to satisfy the isolation criteria 1-4 of Section 3.2 from paper [1] with P t isol CUT = 2 GeV /c and ǫ γ CUT = 5%. No special cuts were imposed on ∆φ, P t out and P t clust (the values of P t clust are automatically limited from the top since we select "γ-candidate +1 jet" events with P t Jet > 30 GeV /c).
The corresponding distributions for the physical observables, introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 from [1] , are shown separately for the signal "γ -dir" and the background events in Figs. 1, 3, 5 and in scatter plots 2, 4, 6. First columns in these figures, denoted by "γ -dir", show the distributions in the signal events, i.e. in the events corresponding to the processes (1a) and (1b), having direct photons with P t γ−dir ≥ 40 GeV /c. The second columns, denoted as "γ -brem", correspond to the events in which the photons were emitted from quarks (i.e. bremsstrahlung photons) and have passed under the imposed cuts. The distributions in the third column were built basing on the events containing "γ-mes" photons, i.e. those photons that originate from multiphoton decays of mesons (π 0 , η, ω, K 0 S ) and have also passed under the imposed cuts.
Firstly we see that in the case of P t γ ≥ 200 GeV /c (see Fig. 5 ) practically all "signal events" have ∆φ < 15 • , and in the case P t γ ≥ 100 GeV /c (see Fig. 3 ) most of them are also within ∆φ < 15 • . It is seen from Fig. 1 that at lower values P t γ ≥ 40 GeV /c there is still a big number (about 70%) of the signal events belonging to the interval of ∆φ < 15 • . From here we conclude that the upper cut ∆φ < 15 • chosen in (26) of [1] is reasonable and indeed discards a lot of background events in all P t γ -intervals.
From the second "γ-brem" columns of Figs. 1, 3 and 5 one can also see that P t clust spectra of the events with bremsstrahlung photons look quite different from the analogous P t clust distributions of the signal "γ-dir" photons. The latter distributions have most of the events in the region of small P t clust values.
Since the bremsstrahlung ("γ-brem") photons give the most sizable background, the found difference of the spectra prompts an idea of using a cut from the top on the value of P t clust to reduce "γ-brem" background which dominates at large P t clust values.
The analogous difference of P t out spectra of signal "γ-dir" events (which also concentrate at low P t out values) from those of the background "γ-brem" and "γ-mes" events, with longer tails at high P t out enables us to impose an upper cut on the P t out value. Now from the scatter plots in Figs. 2, 4 and 6 as well as from Figs. 1, 3 and 5 we can conclude that the usage of cuts (rather soft here, but their further restriction will be discussed below): would allow to keep the main part of the signal "γ-dir" events and to reduce noticeably the contribution from the background "γ-brem" and "γ-mes" events. So, these figures evidently demonstrate how new physical variables P t clust and P t out , introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of paper [1] , can be useful for separation of "γ+Jet" events with direct photons from the background ones (as the latter, in principle, are not supposed to have good balanced P t γ and P t Jet .
DETAILED STUDY OF BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION.
The study of this Section is based on the same sample of "signal + background" events (50 · 10 6 for each interval of minimal P t of the hard process:p min ⊥ = 40, 100, 200 GeV /c; see the beginning of Section 2) generated under the conditions described in the previous section and partially analyzed there. To demonstrate the way we have come to the final results, we 18. ǫ jet ≤ 5%; 11. P t miss ≤ 10 GeV /c; 19. ǫ jet ≤ 2%. * Pt of a hadron in the 5x5 ECAL cell window, containing γ dir candidate in the center. * * scalar sum of Pt in the 5x5 ECAL cell window in the region out of a smaller 3x3 window, containing γ.
shall apply the following cuts on the observable physical variables one after another according to the list presented below. The influence of these cuts on the S/B ratio is demonstrated in the following Tables 2-8. The numbers in the left-hand column ("Cut"≡"Selection") of Table 2 , that corresponds to P t γ ≥ 100 GeV /c, coincide with the numbers of cuts listed below, where for abbreviation reasons we shall denote the direct photon by "γ" as well as its candidate. Table 1 ). Table 2 we see that without imposing any cut, the number of the background events exceeds the number of the signal events, caused by (1a) and (1b) processes, by 5 orders. The relative isolation cut 2 (ǫ γ ≤ 15%) makes the S/B ratio equal to 0.28. The cut 3 (P t γ ≥p min ⊥ ) improves the S/B ratio to 0.68. The relative isolation cut 5 and then the absolute isolation cut 6 make the S/B ratio to be equal to 1.50 and 1.93, respectively. The requirement of only one jet presence in the event (point 9) results in the value S/B = 5.96. The ratio S/B is increased by the cut ∆φ < 15 • up to the value 6.54 (point 10) and at the same time the number of signal events is decreased only by 5%. This is in agreement with the phenomenon of the concentration of events in the small ∆φ angle at large P t γ values already mentioned in paper [2] .
From the first line of
We have used the P t miss CUT cut in paper [1] to reduce value of P t Jet uncertainty due to possible presence of neutrino contribution to a jet. Here it is applied against the processes based (at the parton level) on the q g → q ′ + W ± and′ → g + W ± subprocesses with the subsequent decay W ± → e ± ν and having for this reason a substantial P t miss value. The distributions over P t miss for two P t e values are presented above. In the last column (e ± ) of Table 2 it is shown how the P t miss CUT cut effects the number of these events (point 11). The summary of Table 2 is presented in the middle section (p min ⊥ = 100 GeV /c) of Table 3 where in the second column ("Cuts") line "Preselected" corresponds to the 1-st cut of the Table 2 presented above. Line "After cuts" corresponds to line 17 and line "+jet isolation" -to the complementary line 19.
In Table 3 the numbers in column "γ − direct" correspond, respectively, to the numbers of the signal events in column S of Table 2 in lines 1, 17 and 19 while the numbers in the 4-th column "γ − brem" correspond to the number of events with the photons radiated from quarks participating in the hard interactions (their P t clust and P t out distributions were presented in the central columns of Figs. 1-6 of Section 2). The columns from 5-th to 8-th of Table 3 illustrate the numbers of the events with the photons "γ − mes", originated from π 0 −, η−, ω−, K 0 S − meson decays (their distributions were shown in the right-hand columns of the same Figs. 1-6. The total number of the background events without an account of events with electrons (see last column), i.e. a sum over columns 4-8 , for the same line of Table 3 is presented, correspondingly, in the column B of Table 2 . The other lines of Table 3 for casesp min ⊥ = 40 and 200 GeV /c have the meaning analogous to those described above forp min ⊥ = 100 GeV /c. Table 3 shows the number of the events with electrons which with non-zero probability can be detected as direct photon. The following columns of Table 2 define efficiencies Ef f S(B) (and their errors) as a ratio of the number of signal (background) events that passed under some cut (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) to the number of the preselected events (1-st cut of this table). The last column of Table 2 contains the values of significances (without account of events with electrons). The numbers in Tables 4 and 5 accumulate in compact form the  information of Table 3 . So, for the middle line (p min ⊥ = 100 GeV /c case) columns S and B contain the numbers of the signal and background events taken at the level of line 17 (for Table 4 ) and line 19 for Table 2 ). The column Ef f S(B) includes the values of efficiencies 4 and their errors. From Table 4 it is seen that ratio S/B grows while the P t γ value growing from 5.0 at P t γ ≥ 40 GeV /c to 44.8 at P t γ ≥ 200 GeV /c. The jet isolation requirement (Table 5 ) sufficiently improves the situation at low P t . In that case S/B changes up to 8.7 at P t γ ≥ 40 GeV /c (and up to 31.1 at P t γ ≥ 100 GeV /c). Here it is necessary to remind about the conclusion on the tendency of the selected events to contain an isolated jet: their number grows while the P t γ value increasing. Practically all jets with P t Jet ≥ 200 GeV /c are isolated (compare two last lines of Table 3 ) 5 .
The last column of
Up to now we have not used the rejection factors, that were found basing on the detector capability to discriminate the background. Let us discuss how the values in Tables  2-5 can be changed by taking into account the real behavior of processes in the detectors.
We have performed a detailed study (based on CMSIM GEANT simulation using 5000 generated decays of each source meson from Table 3 ) of difference between ECAL profiles of photon showers from mesons and those from direct photons for P t γ = 40÷100 GeV /c . It has shown that the suppression factor of η-, ω-, K 0 S -mesons larger than 0.90 can be achieved with a selection efficiency of single photons taken to be 90%. As for the photons from π 0 decays, the analogous estimations of the rejection efficiencies were done for the Endcap
In Tables 3 and 6 we have not presented separately the background due to γ/jet misidentification because as it was shown in [9] , γ and jet can be discriminated with a high precision and, secondly, as it was mentioned in Section 2 of this paper (see also Section 3.2 of [1]), we have defined the photon (or the candidate to be registered as the direct photon) as the signal in the 3x3 ECAL crystal cell window satisfying cut conditions (17) -(22) of Section 3.2 of [1] . These cuts effectively discriminate the photons from jets.
In Section 2 it has been shown that even with moderate cuts on P t clust CUT and P t out CUT values the major part of the background events can be suppressed. A wide variation of these two cuts and their influence on the number of events (for L int = 3 f b −1 ), and the corresponding values of the signal to background ratio S/B, mean values of vector disbalance P t γ+Jet , the mean and the standard deviation values for (P t γ − P t Jet )/P t γ variable are presented in Tables 11 -25 of Appendix. These tables are built after selections (1) -(11) of Table 1 in the beginning of Section 3. The jet in our 1-jet events was found by LUCELL jetfinder for the whole η region (|η jet | < 5.0). The explanation is simple. The disbalance equation (29) from [1] contains 2 terms in the right-hand side: (1 − cos∆φ) and P t (O+η >5)/P t γ . The first one is negligibly small and tends to decrease more with the growth of P t γ (see Tables in Appendices of [3] ). So, according to equation (29) of [1] , the main source of the disbalance value is P t (O+η >5)/P t γ Fig. 8 : The distributions of the number of events for L int = 3 f b −1 , the mean value of (P t γ − P t Jet )/P t γ (≡ F ) and its standard deviation σ(F ) for the cases of nonisolated (left-hand column) and isolated (right-hand column) jet and for three P t γ intervals as functions of P t out value (in GeV /c). P t clust CUT = 10 GeV /c. [6, 8] and Barrel [6, 7] ECAL regions. They are of the order of 0.20 -0.70 for Barrel and 0.51 -0.75 for Endcap, depending on P t γ and a bit on η γ , for the same single photon selection efficiency 90%. Following [5] , for our estimation needs we accept the electron track finding efficiency to be, on the average, equal to 85% for P t e ≥ 40 GeV /c, neglecting its η dependence. Then assuming the efficiencies, described above, we have recalculated the numbers in Tables 3-5. They are presented in new Tables 6-8 in the analogy with Tables 3-5 (the background (B) in Tables 6-8 differs from one in Tables 3-5 Tables 3-5 we observe the 50 − 60% growth of S/B ratio for P t γ ≥ 40 GeV /c and about the 10% growth for P t γ ≥ 100 GeV /c.
by including the events with electron candidates with the corresponding efficiencies). Comparing new tables with
term. While decreasing P t activity out of the jet this term is also decreased and, thus, the calibration accuracy is increased. The behavior of the number of events for L int = 3 f b −1 , the mean and standard deviation values of the (P t γ − P t Jet )/P t γ variable are also displayed in Fig. 8 for isolated and nonisolated jets.
Thus, we can conclude that application of the two criteria introduced in Section 3.2 from [1] , i.e. the cuts on the P t clust and P t out values, results in two important consequences: significant background reduction and essential improvement of the calibration accuracy.
In Tables 13, 18 , 23 the changes of vector disbalance P t γ+Jet with variations of the cuts on the P t clust and P t out values are presented. The effect is also evident. The only obvious notice: the value of P t γ+Jet in the upper left-hand corner of these Tables (i.e., when a P t activity out of a the jet region is almost suppressed), becomes approximately equal to the value of P t η>5 component (see line "P t η>5 " in Appendices of [3] ).
The numbers of events for different P t clust CUT and P t out CUT values are written in the cells of Tables 11, 16 and 21. One can see that even with such strict P t clust CUT and P t out CUT values as, i.g. 10 GeV /c for both, we would have a sufficient number of events (3 million, about 80 thousand and 4 thousand for P t γ ≥ 40 GeV /c, P t γ ≥ 100 GeV /c and P t γ ≥ 200 GeV /c, correspondingly) with low background contamination (S/B = 6.5, 24.7, 48.4) as well as good accuracy of the hadron calorimeter calibration during one month of continuous LHC running (i.e. L int = 3 f b −1 ) 6 .
In addition, we also present Tables 26-40 for the case of the isolated jet by the complete analogy with Tables 11-25.
STUDY OF P t BALANCE DEPENDENCE ON PARTON k T .
This Section is dedicated to the study of possible influence of the intrinsic parton transverse momentum on P t balance of the "γ + Jet" system. For this aim we consider two different Table 9 : Effect of k T on P t γ -P t Jet balance withp min [1] , for two different cases: without including initial state radiation ("ISR is OFF") and with its account ("ISR is ON"), and various values of parton k T : from its absence The size of relative disbalance F = (P t γ −P t Jet )/P t γ variation with k T is also shown in Tables 9 and 10 and in plots of Fig. 9 . One can see that for reasonable values k T ≤ 1 GeV /c it is quite small.
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